
CHAPTER 4: DEFINITION
OF GREEN INCLUSION

 During the seminar there were a few processes to initiate the thinking to
create a definition. The team wanted to build the definition directly from the
ideas of participants, so designed a session for them to discuss together,
share ideas, then brainstorm as a whole group. Participants’ experience and
suggestions were gathered in a formal session of the programme. The team
then took these outcomes and started to structure them. An Open Space
session was then held where participants could contribute to the next level of
thinking – agreeing the final proposal and starting to think what could happen
next with it. 
 It was agreed that there are several concepts that define green inclusion. Each
concept has a different priority or interpretation, depending on the context,
culture, experience of the person. We have respected the diversity in the
group of participants and included all the proposals given. Below is a mindmap
that gathers those suggestions in one logic.

 The next step would be to structure and frame
this proposal, and consider how it can be
visualised and used for inspiration by
organisations, so it can be used and built on for
further steps to support these two important
priorities of the European Programmes. SALTO
Inclusion & Diversity, as co-organisers of the
seminar, will take the next steps in the
development of green inclusion. This will
include shaping a definition to support the
needs of individuals, organisations, networks,
beneficiaries, National Agencies and European
Programmes; for more and better green
inclusion in the youth field in Europe. 
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For feedback, ideas,
suggestions or more

information
please contact: 

 
Inclusion@salto-youth.net 
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